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A Lot to Talk About TodayA Lot to Talk About Today

•• We will reWe will re--introduce Centralized Portfolio Managementintroduce Centralized Portfolio Management
–– a nona non--traditional multiple manager scheme introduced by traditional multiple manager scheme introduced by 

Northfield in 1992 to Northfield in 1992 to enhance returnsenhance returns
–– particularly valuable to taxable investorsparticularly valuable to taxable investors
–– rapidly gaining assets under management for the first firm to rapidly gaining assets under management for the first firm to 

implement it, Vanguard Australiaimplement it, Vanguard Australia

•• We will extend concepts from CPM to: We will extend concepts from CPM to: 
–– provide a resolution to the provide a resolution to the ““trading fairnesstrading fairness”” issue associated issue associated 

with the market impact of block trades across multiple portfoliowith the market impact of block trades across multiple portfolioss



The Best Wine We Ever ServedThe Best Wine We Ever Served
•• Centenary Solera Madera, 1845 was served at our 1992 Centenary Solera Madera, 1845 was served at our 1992 

client conference at Bretton Woodsclient conference at Bretton Woods
–– This was the last time I spoke about Centralized Portfolio This was the last time I spoke about Centralized Portfolio 

Management at a Northfield eventManagement at a Northfield event
–– Brokers thought it would reduce trading (and their incomes)Brokers thought it would reduce trading (and their incomes)
–– Asset managers thought it would cause reductions in Asset managers thought it would cause reductions in 

management fees (and hence their incomes)management fees (and hence their incomes)
–– Plan sponsors thought I was calling them stupid for not having Plan sponsors thought I was calling them stupid for not having 

done it alreadydone it already
–– Everyone agreed it was probably analytically correct but were Everyone agreed it was probably analytically correct but were 

very unhappy with me.  As usual, I sought help from the very unhappy with me.  As usual, I sought help from the 
bartender. The Madera was hastily added to the dinner menu. bartender. The Madera was hastily added to the dinner menu. 

•• Everyone, including me, agreed that no one would ever Everyone, including me, agreed that no one would ever 
do it in the real world. do it in the real world. Everyone was wrong.Everyone was wrong.



The Basic Motivation for Using Multiple The Basic Motivation for Using Multiple 
ManagersManagers

•• The purpose of using multiple active managers is to add The purpose of using multiple active managers is to add 
returnreturn, not to provide diversification. , not to provide diversification. 
–– If an investor wishes to simply reduce the risk of underIf an investor wishes to simply reduce the risk of under--

performing a particular benchmark index, it may be performing a particular benchmark index, it may be 
accomplished efficiently owning an index fund.  Such passive accomplished efficiently owning an index fund.  Such passive 
investment also reduces fees and trading costs investment also reduces fees and trading costs 

–– It must therefore be true that the value added by active It must therefore be true that the value added by active 
management arises from the managermanagement arises from the manager’’s efforts to create s efforts to create 
forecasts that are meaningfully predictive of future indexforecasts that are meaningfully predictive of future index--relative relative 
security returns (that is, alpha)security returns (that is, alpha)

–– There may be some logic in multiple active managers in an There may be some logic in multiple active managers in an 
effort to prudently protect the fund against embezzlement or effort to prudently protect the fund against embezzlement or 
other illegal actions on the part of investment agents, but thisother illegal actions on the part of investment agents, but this
protection could be met equally well with multiple passive protection could be met equally well with multiple passive 
managersmanagers



The MultiThe Multi--Manager ProblemManager Problem

•• In the typical multiple manager portfolio, a single In the typical multiple manager portfolio, a single 
manager has influence over each dollar of the total fund.  manager has influence over each dollar of the total fund.  
–– This methodology rests on two beliefs: that each manager is This methodology rests on two beliefs: that each manager is 

expected to produce superior performance on average and that expected to produce superior performance on average and that 
the certainty of any particular manager producing superior the certainty of any particular manager producing superior 
performance is low.  performance is low.  

–– Hence, there is a need to diversify with multiple managers so asHence, there is a need to diversify with multiple managers so as
to decrease the uncertainty associated with each managerto decrease the uncertainty associated with each manager’’s s 
forecasts of future alphas.  forecasts of future alphas.  

–– By allowing multiple managers to operate within the same By allowing multiple managers to operate within the same 
universe of securities with similar constraints, the aggregate universe of securities with similar constraints, the aggregate 
position of the total fund with respect to any particular securiposition of the total fund with respect to any particular security ty 
is reflective of the consensus alpha forecast of the managers.  is reflective of the consensus alpha forecast of the managers.  In In 
this fashion, the fund benefits from the improvement in the this fashion, the fund benefits from the improvement in the 
aggregate quality of the return forecasts.aggregate quality of the return forecasts.



MultiMulti--Manager CorrelationManager Correlation
•• Unfortunately, there exists the possibility that manager Unfortunately, there exists the possibility that manager 

alphas will be correlated. alphas will be correlated. 
–– For example, if a fund had ten managers, but all ten For example, if a fund had ten managers, but all ten 

simultaneously adopted a similar strategy (e.g., midsimultaneously adopted a similar strategy (e.g., mid--cap, low cap, low 
P/E), little improvement in the quality of the alpha forecasts P/E), little improvement in the quality of the alpha forecasts 
would result.  would result.  

–– Even worse, the overall fund would be subject to large residual Even worse, the overall fund would be subject to large residual 
risk. The presumed diversification benefit of multiple managers risk. The presumed diversification benefit of multiple managers 
would vanish if each manager held a similar portfoliowould vanish if each manager held a similar portfolio

–– To prevent such situations, it is common practice for plan To prevent such situations, it is common practice for plan 
investors to hire multiple active managers, but with distinct investors to hire multiple active managers, but with distinct 
mandates.  For example, the investor would hire separate mandates.  For example, the investor would hire separate 
managers for largemanagers for large--capitalization and small capitalization stocks capitalization and small capitalization stocks 
(or growth/value, etc.).  (or growth/value, etc.).  

–– Once we have separated the manager mandates into mutually Once we have separated the manager mandates into mutually 
exclusive habitats, we now have only the predictive skills of a exclusive habitats, we now have only the predictive skills of a 
single manager applying to each security.  single manager applying to each security.  The improvement in The improvement in 
aggregate forecast quality has been lost. aggregate forecast quality has been lost. 



The Crossing Cost ProblemThe Crossing Cost Problem
•• One way to preserve to benefits of multiple managers One way to preserve to benefits of multiple managers 

without using distinct habitats would be to allow all without using distinct habitats would be to allow all 
managers the same mandate, but select managers that managers the same mandate, but select managers that 
will be uncorrelated in their future alpha forecasts. will be uncorrelated in their future alpha forecasts. 
–– This unfortunately leads to the problem of internal crossing.  This unfortunately leads to the problem of internal crossing.  

•• LetLet’’s assume that the price of stock XYZ has just run up s assume that the price of stock XYZ has just run up 
in reaction to the announcement of better than expected in reaction to the announcement of better than expected 
earnings. Value manager earnings. Value manager ““AA”” believes that stock is now believes that stock is now 
overpriced and sells it.  Growth manager overpriced and sells it.  Growth manager ““BB”” believes believes 
that the stock has good future prospects and buys it.  that the stock has good future prospects and buys it.  
–– The investor has just incurred  two transaction costs, The investor has just incurred  two transaction costs, possibly a possibly a 

capital gain tax, a possible wash sales violation,capital gain tax, a possible wash sales violation, and continues to and continues to 
pay two active management fees while nothing has happened to pay two active management fees while nothing has happened to 
the total portfolio.  the total portfolio.  

–– When we expand this example to industries and sectors, multiple When we expand this example to industries and sectors, multiple 
active managers will inevitably spend most of their time in a active managers will inevitably spend most of their time in a 
meaningless but expensive tugmeaningless but expensive tug--ofof--war.war.



Capital Allocation and Risk Budgeting Capital Allocation and Risk Budgeting 
for Multifor Multi--manager Portfoliosmanager Portfolios
•• Allocating capital across multiple active/passive Allocating capital across multiple active/passive 

managers is a complex issuemanagers is a complex issue
–– Managers can be of varying levels of aggressiveness Managers can be of varying levels of aggressiveness 
–– Active managers generally are judged on Active managers generally are judged on prepre--taxtax benchmark benchmark 

relative performance, while investors receive after tax returnsrelative performance, while investors receive after tax returns
–– Investors have varying degrees of concern about both Investors have varying degrees of concern about both 

benchmark relative and absolute riskbenchmark relative and absolute risk
–– The correlation of active returns across managers can be very The correlation of active returns across managers can be very 

unstable as market conditions changeunstable as market conditions change

•• Shifting money between managers to rebalance capital Shifting money between managers to rebalance capital 
allocations is expensiveallocations is expensive
–– May involve capital gain taxes as well as transaction costsMay involve capital gain taxes as well as transaction costs
–– Managers are hesitant to accept Managers are hesitant to accept ““legacylegacy”” positions from other positions from other 

managers that could reduce their performance record managers that could reduce their performance record 



Simple MultiSimple Multi--Disciplinary Accounts Disciplinary Accounts 
Distort Manager IntentDistort Manager Intent

Assume we have a two manager portfolio with 50% of Assume we have a two manager portfolio with 50% of 
capital allocated to each.  capital allocated to each.  
–– Manager A thinks XON is a great stock and overweights it 3%. Manager A thinks XON is a great stock and overweights it 3%. 

He has market weighting on the airline sector.  Manager B has a He has market weighting on the airline sector.  Manager B has a 
big 5% overweight in airlines (which he considers undervalued) big 5% overweight in airlines (which he considers undervalued) 
and so overweights XON 3% as a hedge against oil prices rising and so overweights XON 3% as a hedge against oil prices rising 

–– If we just add the positions together, we will have a 3% If we just add the positions together, we will have a 3% 
overweight in XON and a 2.5% overweight in airlines.  overweight in XON and a 2.5% overweight in airlines.  

–– However, Manager B wanted to overweight XON as a hedge However, Manager B wanted to overweight XON as a hedge 
against his big airline bet.   Since that the airline sector is against his big airline bet.   Since that the airline sector is now now 
just overweighted by 2.5% in the aggregate portfolio, the just overweighted by 2.5% in the aggregate portfolio, the 
correct overweight for XON in aggregate is 2.25% not 3%correct overweight for XON in aggregate is 2.25% not 3%

–– Even with a some kind of tax overlay process in place, its Even with a some kind of tax overlay process in place, its 
inefficient because each manager makes risk/reward decisions inefficient because each manager makes risk/reward decisions 
myopically without knowledge of what the overall portfolio looksmyopically without knowledge of what the overall portfolio looks
likelike



The Rosenberg SolutionThe Rosenberg Solution
•• Rosenberg (1977) introduced the Rosenberg (1977) introduced the ““centralizedcentralized”” multiplemultiple--

adviser fund as an alternative adviser fund as an alternative 
–– Outside managers are hired to advise the investor Outside managers are hired to advise the investor 
–– They inform the investor of their market, security return and They inform the investor of their market, security return and 

possibly risk forecasts on a continuous basispossibly risk forecasts on a continuous basis
–– The investor (or an agent) computes a statistical consensus of The investor (or an agent) computes a statistical consensus of 

the forecasts and manages a single large portfolio in a fashion the forecasts and manages a single large portfolio in a fashion 
consistent with the consensus forecasts of the hired advisers. consistent with the consensus forecasts of the hired advisers. 

–– A proof is presented that a multiple manager fund can at best A proof is presented that a multiple manager fund can at best 
equal the efficiency of the centralized multipleequal the efficiency of the centralized multiple--adviser fund.  adviser fund.  
Many of the aforementioned drawbacks to the current approach Many of the aforementioned drawbacks to the current approach 
are resolved in the multipleare resolved in the multiple--adviser scheme.adviser scheme.

–– The problem is that with scheme is that it requires managers to The problem is that with scheme is that it requires managers to 
deliver explicit numerical forecasts to the sponsor both for deliver explicit numerical forecasts to the sponsor both for 
market returns and for the relative returns of each security. market returns and for the relative returns of each security. 
Many successful investment firms are very qualitative in their Many successful investment firms are very qualitative in their 
approach and use a great deal of subjective judgment that is notapproach and use a great deal of subjective judgment that is not
easily converted to a certainty adjusted return forecasteasily converted to a certainty adjusted return forecast



““Side FundsSide Funds”” Can Patch Multiple Can Patch Multiple 
Manager PortfoliosManager Portfolios
•• Tierney (1980) introduced the Tierney (1980) introduced the ““completeness fundcompleteness fund””

–– Deals with the possibility that a multiple manager fund had Deals with the possibility that a multiple manager fund had 
segmented mandates that left gaps relative to the overall segmented mandates that left gaps relative to the overall 
benchmark investor benchmark investor 

–– A completeness fund is simply a passive fund structured to fill A completeness fund is simply a passive fund structured to fill in in 
the gaps left by the aggregate of the manager mandates relative the gaps left by the aggregate of the manager mandates relative 
to the overall benchmark. to the overall benchmark. 

•• Ferguson (1978) describes the Ferguson (1978) describes the ““inventory fundinventory fund”” to to 
address unnecessary crossing costs. address unnecessary crossing costs. 
–– An inventory fund is a passively managed account that could An inventory fund is a passively managed account that could 

(but is not obligated) act as the other side of trades initiated(but is not obligated) act as the other side of trades initiated by by 
a given investora given investor’’s active managers.  s active managers.  

–– Consider our earlier example of an internal cross: Managers Consider our earlier example of an internal cross: Managers ““AA””
and and ““BB”” transact with the transact with the ““inventory accountinventory account””. The trades are . The trades are 
now only book entries,  with no fees and no tax implications now only book entries,  with no fees and no tax implications 

–– Wagner and Zipkin (1978) estimate the potential cost savings Wagner and Zipkin (1978) estimate the potential cost savings 
from the use of inventory fundsfrom the use of inventory funds



Key InsightKey Insight
•• Almost all asset managers use risk models from an Almost all asset managers use risk models from an 

outside vendor for portfolio analysis and constructionoutside vendor for portfolio analysis and construction
–– Suggests that managers think the risk models work pretty wellSuggests that managers think the risk models work pretty well
–– Managers see their Managers see their ““value addedvalue added”” in superior return forecastingin superior return forecasting

•• If everyone roughly agrees on the covariance among If everyone roughly agrees on the covariance among 
securities, then we can infer manager securities, then we can infer manager ““alphaalpha”” forecasts forecasts 
from the portfolio they choose to holdfrom the portfolio they choose to hold
–– Active managers must think their portfolio is optimal or they Active managers must think their portfolio is optimal or they 

would hold a different portfoliowould hold a different portfolio
–– Expected returns must offset marginal risks at optimal weightsExpected returns must offset marginal risks at optimal weights
–– Sharpe (1974),  Fisher (1975)Sharpe (1974),  Fisher (1975)

•• If we know the aggressiveness level of a managerIf we know the aggressiveness level of a manager’’s we s we 
can obtain the alphas directlycan obtain the alphas directly
–– If not we can estimate risk tolerance from observed risk valuesIf not we can estimate risk tolerance from observed risk values
–– Alternatively, we can use the implied rank values and then map Alternatively, we can use the implied rank values and then map 

into the expected crossinto the expected cross--section of returnssection of returns



The Easy Thing to Do The Easy Thing to Do 
with Implied Alphaswith Implied Alphas

•• Build customized Build customized ““separate accountsseparate accounts”” to meet the to meet the 
heterogeneous needs of taxable clients from a model heterogeneous needs of taxable clients from a model 
portfolio such as a successful mutual fundportfolio such as a successful mutual fund
–– Easy to create portfolio versions at different aggressiveness Easy to create portfolio versions at different aggressiveness 

levels, portfolio sizes, SRI constraints or tax considerationslevels, portfolio sizes, SRI constraints or tax considerations
–– Model portfolios can be run with any strategy, fundamental or Model portfolios can be run with any strategy, fundamental or 

quantitativequantitative
–– Relative performance across versions makes clear to investors Relative performance across versions makes clear to investors 

the tradeoffs they are experiencing between the tradeoffs they are experiencing between ““best ideasbest ideas””
investment performance and the influence of customizing to investment performance and the influence of customizing to 
their preferences and constraintstheir preferences and constraints

–– Rationally migrate portfolios from legacy positions toward the Rationally migrate portfolios from legacy positions toward the 
model portfolio model portfolio over time to minimize capital gain realizationover time to minimize capital gain realization



Centralized Portfolio ManagementCentralized Portfolio Management
•• Combine Combine ““implied alphaimplied alpha”” methods with Rosenbergmethods with Rosenberg’’s s 

““centralized advisercentralized adviser”” structurestructure
•• Each external manager runs a paper portfolio, as is done Each external manager runs a paper portfolio, as is done 

with managers that provide model portfolios for with managers that provide model portfolios for ““wrapwrap””
programs, reporting trades to the investorprograms, reporting trades to the investor’’s agents agent

•• Use statistical methods to combine the implied alphas Use statistical methods to combine the implied alphas 
across all managers, and apply to running one portfolioacross all managers, and apply to running one portfolio
–– The consensus alpha is used on the entire value of the portfolioThe consensus alpha is used on the entire value of the portfolio, , 

so you so you get the return benefit of get the return benefit of ““two heads are better than onetwo heads are better than one””. . 
We get the sum of the managerWe get the sum of the manager’’s knowledge, not the average.s knowledge, not the average.

–– See Johnson (1972), Rudd and Clasing (1982)See Johnson (1972), Rudd and Clasing (1982)
–– Risk control is internally consistent as the alphas are implied Risk control is internally consistent as the alphas are implied 

using the same model used for portfolio construction of the using the same model used for portfolio construction of the 
central accountcentral account



Other Benefits of CPMOther Benefits of CPM
•• Almost all the Almost all the ““crossing costscrossing costs”” disappeardisappear
•• Taxes are lot easier to manager. No more wash salesTaxes are lot easier to manager. No more wash sales
•• Rebalancing costs disappear as shifting managers is just Rebalancing costs disappear as shifting managers is just 

changing weights in the formation of consensus alphaschanging weights in the formation of consensus alphas
•• Manager aggressiveness and turnover levels no longer Manager aggressiveness and turnover levels no longer 

impact the aggressiveness of the wholeimpact the aggressiveness of the whole
–– They are just part of the weighting of the alpha consensusThey are just part of the weighting of the alpha consensus

•• Investors have direct control over commission spendingInvestors have direct control over commission spending
•• You can give negative weight in the consensus to You can give negative weight in the consensus to 

consistently bad managersconsistently bad managers
•• Managers that are capacity constrained can participate Managers that are capacity constrained can participate 
•• No more myopic risk controls at the individual manager No more myopic risk controls at the individual manager 

level filter through to the central portfoliolevel filter through to the central portfolio



The The ““Long OnlyLong Only”” ProblemProblem

•• If the external active managers are If the external active managers are ““longlong”” only, the only, the 
implied alphas will be biased implied alphas will be biased 
–– Will exclude the large negative values that would be implied by Will exclude the large negative values that would be implied by 

short positionsshort positions
–– Positive skew in the distribution of implied alpha valuesPositive skew in the distribution of implied alpha values
–– The distribution of the implied alphas should be symmetric aboutThe distribution of the implied alphas should be symmetric about

its mean and the alpha of the market portfolio should be around its mean and the alpha of the market portfolio should be around 
zerozero

•• For positions that hit the zero weight bound, adjust the For positions that hit the zero weight bound, adjust the 
implied alphaimplied alpha
–– Subtract some constant X times the asset specific risk of that Subtract some constant X times the asset specific risk of that 

stock, making the implied alphas more negativestock, making the implied alphas more negative
–– Select X such that the market portfolio alpha is close to zero aSelect X such that the market portfolio alpha is close to zero and nd 

the distribution of implied alpha has insignificant skewthe distribution of implied alpha has insignificant skew



Other Possible PitfallsOther Possible Pitfalls

•• The implied alphas can be biased through estimation The implied alphas can be biased through estimation 
errors in the risk modelerrors in the risk model
–– YouYou’’re no worse off than in conventional management that is re no worse off than in conventional management that is 

using the same risk model (i.e. just about everybody)using the same risk model (i.e. just about everybody)

•• External managers could concentrate on illiquid positions External managers could concentrate on illiquid positions 
to boost returns on their paper portfolioto boost returns on their paper portfolio
–– Use an agreed upon market impact model to estimate Use an agreed upon market impact model to estimate ““trading trading 

costscosts”” of the external paper portfolios and judge performance of the external paper portfolios and judge performance 
after costsafter costs

•• Managers could Managers could ““front runfront run”” the central portfolio if they the central portfolio if they 
know their weight in the consensus is highknow their weight in the consensus is high



Somebody Did ItSomebody Did It

•• Centralized Portfolio Management has been Centralized Portfolio Management has been 
successfully implemented by Vanguard Australiasuccessfully implemented by Vanguard Australia
–– Even large pension funds in Australia are subject to Even large pension funds in Australia are subject to 

some capital gain taxes, so taxes are a big dealsome capital gain taxes, so taxes are a big deal
–– The Australian market is small so hot managers hit The Australian market is small so hot managers hit 

capacity constraints quicklycapacity constraints quickly
–– Assets under management are growing quickly with a Assets under management are growing quickly with a 

couple of major Australian state funds participatingcouple of major Australian state funds participating
–– August 7, 2007 press release quotes Scott Lawrence of August 7, 2007 press release quotes Scott Lawrence of 

Vanguard:  Vanguard:  ““Results to date are a 60 basis point improvement in Results to date are a 60 basis point improvement in 
returns with a 50 to 70 percent reduction in turnoverreturns with a 50 to 70 percent reduction in turnover””



Ensuring Trading FairnessEnsuring Trading Fairness

•• If a manager has multiple portfolios under their control If a manager has multiple portfolios under their control 
there is an SEC mandated responsibility to trade there is an SEC mandated responsibility to trade ““fairlyfairly””
for all accountsfor all accounts

•• If you assume that trading costs are nonIf you assume that trading costs are non--linear in trade linear in trade 
size (i.e. market impact exists) you have a problem size (i.e. market impact exists) you have a problem 
whenever you try to optimally manage more than one whenever you try to optimally manage more than one 
heterogeneous accountheterogeneous account

•• Given different objectives and tax circumstances, you Given different objectives and tax circumstances, you 
may be buying a security in some accounts and selling in may be buying a security in some accounts and selling in 
others.  You should take advantage of the potential others.  You should take advantage of the potential 
internal cross to avoid market impact internal cross to avoid market impact 



The Fairness ProblemThe Fairness Problem
•• Imagine you have 100 heterogeneous portfolios to Imagine you have 100 heterogeneous portfolios to 

rebalancerebalance
–– When you optimize account #1 you donWhen you optimize account #1 you don’’t know anything about t know anything about 

expected trade sizes, so we assume zero market impactexpected trade sizes, so we assume zero market impact

–– As you optimize accounts # 2, 3, 4, As you optimize accounts # 2, 3, 4, …… you can aggregate the you can aggregate the 
expected trades across all accounts and adjust your transaction expected trades across all accounts and adjust your transaction 
cost assumptions according for subsequent optimizationscost assumptions according for subsequent optimizations

–– By the time you get to account #100, the trading cost By the time you get to account #100, the trading cost 
assumptions are markedly different than you started with so the assumptions are markedly different than you started with so the 
““optimaloptimal”” trades you got for account #1 trades you got for account #1 are very subare very sub--optimaloptimal
given the revised cost estimatesgiven the revised cost estimates

–– The later accounts in the optimization queue benefit at the The later accounts in the optimization queue benefit at the 
expense of the early accounts, violating fairness requirementsexpense of the early accounts, violating fairness requirements



Current ApproachesCurrent Approaches
•• Many Many ““wrapwrap”” SMA managers simply require every SMA managers simply require every 

account to be identical, grossly suboptimal for account to be identical, grossly suboptimal for 
heterogeneous, taxable investorsheterogeneous, taxable investors

•• The The ““OstrichOstrich”” methodmethod
–– A bad but popular alternative is to ignore aggregate market A bad but popular alternative is to ignore aggregate market 

impact, treat each account myopically and hope your traders can impact, treat each account myopically and hope your traders can 
manage to keep costs downmanage to keep costs down

•• Set maximum aggregate trade sizes that you believe you Set maximum aggregate trade sizes that you believe you 
can transact with low market impactcan transact with low market impact
–– Now account #1 is in the best position, and the accounts early Now account #1 is in the best position, and the accounts early 

in the queue unfairly benefitin the queue unfairly benefit
–– Account #1 gets first choice of available supplies of securitiesAccount #1 gets first choice of available supplies of securities, , 

while account #100 can only transact what is while account #100 can only transact what is ““left overleft over”” after after 
the rest of the accounts have done their tradesthe rest of the accounts have done their trades

–– This is a real mess if you have large accounts at the end of lisThis is a real mess if you have large accounts at the end of list. t. 
If you put the larger accounts first in queue, your actions may If you put the larger accounts first in queue, your actions may 
be interpreted as being explicitly unfair to the small accountsbe interpreted as being explicitly unfair to the small accounts



Lets Consider Basic CasesLets Consider Basic Cases
•• Assume you have N portfolios all of equal size, Assume you have N portfolios all of equal size, 

objectives, holdings and tax circumstancesobjectives, holdings and tax circumstances
–– YouYou’’ll want to do the same thing in every account so all you ll want to do the same thing in every account so all you 

have to do is optimize one account and adjust your market have to do is optimize one account and adjust your market 
impact assumptions for trades to reflect aggregate share impact assumptions for trades to reflect aggregate share 
amounts being N times as bigamounts being N times as big

•• Now lets assume you have N accounts of unequal size Now lets assume you have N accounts of unequal size 
but with the same objectives, holdings and tax but with the same objectives, holdings and tax 
circumstancescircumstances
–– Similar to above but we need to adjust our market impact Similar to above but we need to adjust our market impact 

assumptions in the optimization to reflect the ratio of the totaassumptions in the optimization to reflect the ratio of the total l 
value of all accounts (T) to the value of the portfolio being value of all accounts (T) to the value of the portfolio being 
optimized (Xoptimized (Xii))

–– Your expected trades are T/XYour expected trades are T/Xii times larger so cost assumptions times larger so cost assumptions 
need to be adjustedneed to be adjusted



The Not So Basic Real World CaseThe Not So Basic Real World Case

•• Now lets think again about our 100 heterogeneous Now lets think again about our 100 heterogeneous 
portfoliosportfolios
–– Our ratio of the total trade in stock j (TOur ratio of the total trade in stock j (Tjj) to the trade in stock j ) to the trade in stock j 

in account i (Xin account i (Xijij) is going to be specific to each individual ) is going to be specific to each individual 
security, not just to each specific account, because wesecurity, not just to each specific account, because we’’re making re making 
different trades with different stocks in different accountsdifferent trades with different stocks in different accounts

–– The problem is circular.  The total T is the sum of the individuThe problem is circular.  The total T is the sum of the individual al 
trades (the X values), but the optimal trades forming vector X trades (the X values), but the optimal trades forming vector X 
are conditional on expected costs that are a function of Tare conditional on expected costs that are a function of T

–– WeWe’’re back to the classic re back to the classic ““chicken and eggchicken and egg”” problemproblem



Suggested Methodology: Suggested Methodology: 
Smart Trial and ErrorSmart Trial and Error

•• Obtain a preliminary estimate of the trades in each Obtain a preliminary estimate of the trades in each 
account before you actually optimize (the Xaccount before you actually optimize (the Xijij values)values)

•• Sum the XSum the Xij ij values to get estimates of the total trade Tvalues to get estimates of the total trade Tjj
for each stockfor each stock

•• Calibrate your transaction cost assumptions based on Calibrate your transaction cost assumptions based on 
the estimated Tthe estimated Tj j valuesvalues

•• Optimize all accounts using the transaction cost Optimize all accounts using the transaction cost 
assumptions and observe the recommended tradesassumptions and observe the recommended trades
–– If the recommended trades are close to the preliminary If the recommended trades are close to the preliminary 

estimated Xestimated Xij ij values, youvalues, you’’re donere done
–– If youIf you’’re not close enough, go back to the second step, revise re not close enough, go back to the second step, revise 

the Xthe Xijij values and repeat the remaining stepsvalues and repeat the remaining steps



A Preliminary Estimate of Required TradesA Preliminary Estimate of Required Trades

•• For each portfolio i, obtain the vector of implied alphas For each portfolio i, obtain the vector of implied alphas 
via the methods previously describedvia the methods previously described

•• Compare the vector of implied alphas for account i to the Compare the vector of implied alphas for account i to the 
vector of your expected alphasvector of your expected alphas
–– If the implied alpha is higher than the expected alpha weIf the implied alpha is higher than the expected alpha we’’re re 

going to want to sell this stock in this account. If the impliedgoing to want to sell this stock in this account. If the implied
alpha is lower than the expected alpha wealpha is lower than the expected alpha we’’re going to want to re going to want to 
buying this stock in this accountbuying this stock in this account

•• Within each account, the Within each account, the active weights will bear a active weights will bear a 
specific algebraic relationship to the alphaspecific algebraic relationship to the alpha
–– From this relation we can roughly approximate the expected From this relation we can roughly approximate the expected 

trades if are no position size constraints or impediments (big ttrades if are no position size constraints or impediments (big tax ax 
costs of a sale of low cost basis shares)costs of a sale of low cost basis shares)

–– If there are constraints, we can use the lesser of the estimatedIf there are constraints, we can use the lesser of the estimated
trade and largest allowable trade given the constraints as our trade and largest allowable trade given the constraints as our 
““rough estimaterough estimate””



The Relation Between Alpha The Relation Between Alpha 
and Active Weightand Active Weight
•• If we assume that all stocks are of equal volatility and If we assume that all stocks are of equal volatility and 

equally correlated with one another, then unconstrained equally correlated with one another, then unconstrained 
active weights are linearly related to alphaactive weights are linearly related to alpha
–– Clarke, deSilva, and Thorley (2002)Clarke, deSilva, and Thorley (2002)
–– Changes in optimal weight are proportional to incremental alphaChanges in optimal weight are proportional to incremental alpha

•• If we have a risk model we can do betterIf we have a risk model we can do better
–– Think of a two asset optimization where one asset is portfolio iThink of a two asset optimization where one asset is portfolio i,  ,  

and the other asset is stock j with an initial zero weightand the other asset is stock j with an initial zero weight
–– Use the risk model to get estimates of the volatility of each asUse the risk model to get estimates of the volatility of each asset set 

and the correlation between them. See diBartolomeo (1998)and the correlation between them. See diBartolomeo (1998)
–– Since the optimization has only two assets, the unconstrained Since the optimization has only two assets, the unconstrained 

optimum has closed form algebraic solutionoptimum has closed form algebraic solution
–– If stock j is a constituent of portfolio i, net the new and old If stock j is a constituent of portfolio i, net the new and old 

positions to determine the required tradepositions to determine the required trade



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Centralized Portfolio Management can be Centralized Portfolio Management can be 
very usefully applied to HNW portfolios very usefully applied to HNW portfolios 
with multiple managers in order to with multiple managers in order to 
improve returns and reduce costsimprove returns and reduce costs

•• The implied alpha concept on which CPM The implied alpha concept on which CPM 
is based also provides a practical solution is based also provides a practical solution 
to the to the ““trading fairnesstrading fairness”” problemproblem
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